HAND OPERATED CHEMICAL PUMPS

PR205 - RR205
Rotary Drum Pump for 60/205 litre drums. 3 piece suction pipe with adjustable discharge spout. Standard 2” BSP polypropylene bung nut to suit drums. 20 LPM maximum flow. Suitable for a range of chemicals, detergents and solvents. Check chemical compatibility to select correct pump. Optional fine thread adaptor to allow fitting of micromatic adaptor for specialised chemical envirodrums.

ORDERING INFORMATION

| PR205 | Polypropylene rotary drum pump. Stainless steel vane spring with viton seals. Suitable for some chemicals, farm chemicals, herbicides and detergents. Check chemical compatibility! 20 LPM max flow. Note: When pump is used with any flammables, pump must be static grounded. |

HAND OPERATED STAINLESS STEEL AND EXTREME SPECIALIST PUMPS

RP219
304 Stainless Steel Hand Pump with stainless steel 3 piece suction pipe, discharge spout and bung nut. Complete with teflon seal, to suit 205 litre drum. For the extreme industrial applications where the fluid is compatible with 304 stainless steel and teflon.

ORDERING INFORMATION

| RP219 | 304 Stainless steel hand pump with teflon seal to suit 205 litre drum. |

Check chemical compatibility before use. Always use appropriate safety-protective clothing. Refer to MSDS.